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Introduction. There is a general question as to how much can be said

about a filtered object through the knowledge of its associated graded object.

We consider here a particular case of this general problem. We take the

symmetric algebra S(L) of a free ii-module L and look for filtered if-algebras

whose associated graded algebras are isomorphic to S(L). Some such algebras

are already, known. In fact if 9 denotes an arbitrary Lie algebra on L, the

"Poincaré-Witt Theorem" asserts that the universal enveloping algebra of fl

is one such. It turns out that this gives "almost" a general solution of our

problem. Indeed, the algebras we seek are suitable generalizations of the usual

enveloping algebras and can in fact be defined as universal objects for certain

"generalized representations" of Lie algebras on L. The rest of our results are

on the cohomology of these algebras.

For a Lie algebra g over a commutative ring K and a 2-cocycle / on its

standard complex with values in K, we define in §1 the notion of an f-

representation. The usual representations of g correspond to the case/=0.

We introduce in §2 the filtered 7C-algebra g/ which is a universal model for

/-representations. We deduce the "Poincaré-Witt Theorem" (Theorem 2.6)

for g^ as an easy consequence of the usual Poincaré-Witt Theorem, proved

in [l, p. 271 ]. It is then clear that if g is if-free, there is a graded i£-algebra

isomorphism -pf: 5(g) —>7£°(g/), where S(<x) denotes the symmetric algebra of

the if-module g and £°(g/) the graded algebra associated with <x¡ (Theorem

2.5).
In §3, we define, for a fixed graded Ä-algebra S, the category whose ob-

jects are pairs (A, \pn), where A is a filtered TC-algebra, ^a: S—>E°(A) an iso-

morphism of graded algebras and whose maps are defined in an obvious man-

ner. If S is the symmetric algebra of a free 7C-module L, then there is a 1-1

correspondence between isomorphism classes of such objects and pairs (g, /),

where g is a Lie algebra on L and f"G772(g, K). For a cocycle/ in the class /,

the pair (g/, -pf) is an object in the class corresponding to (g, /) (Theorem 3.1).

The fourth section is devoted to the computations of certain of the usual

homology and cohomology groups of a finite dimensional Lie algebra g. This

amounts to a study of g/ for/=0. These computations are used in the next
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section to get the homology and cohomology of §f for any 2-cocycle /. As an

application, we prove (Theorem 5.4) that if 9 has a free A-base of «-elements,

then w-dimx 9/ = dimx 8/ = M (where w-dim and dim denote the "algebra

dimensions" of [l]).

The sixth section treats the case of abelian Lie algebras. The theorem of

this section (Theorem 6.1) gives in particular a cohomological characteriza-

tion of those 8/ which occur in quantum mechanics.

The appendix contains certain results on filtered modules and algebras.

The first two propositions are probably well known. (They have been included

since no explicit reference could be given.) The last proposition and its proof

are due to Professor S. Eilenberg.

With a few exceptions where a change of notation is forced, we follow

those of H. Cartan and S. Eilenberg as used in [l].

I would like to express here my deep indebtedness to Professor Eilenberg

for his generous help, kind advice, and very useful criticism while this paper

was in preparation. I am thankful to Professor K. Chandrasekharan for his

constant encouragement and to the referee for his various helpful suggestions

and improvements.

1. /-representations of a Lie algebra. Let 9 be a Lie algebra over a com-

mutative ring K (A is assumed to have a unit element denoted by 1). Let/

be a 2-cocycle on the "standard complex" for g [l, P- 279] with values in K.

We know that/: gXg—>K is a A-bilinear map which satisfies

fix, x) = 0       for every x £ g.

f(x, [y. z]) + f(y, [z, *]) + /(z, [*, y]) = 0       for all x, y, z £ g.

Definition 1.1. An "/-representation" of g over A is a pair (A7, <f>) formed

of a A-module M and a A-linear map <b: g—>HomK(AT, M) such that for all

*, y£g,

(1 • 2) [[*(*), Piy)]] = Pi[x, y]) + fix, y)iM

(where [[a, ß]] =aß—ßa and iu is the identity map of M).

Proposition 1.2. Letf: gXg—>K be a set theoretic map. If M is a faithful

K-module and <f>: g—>Hom.K(M, 717) a K-linear map such that (1.2) holds, then

/£Z2(g, K) (i.e., f is a K-valued 2-cocycle on the standard complex).

Proof. Since M is faithful as a A-module, we know that if kEK is such

that Mm = 0, then k = 0. In view of this remark, it is enough if we prove

ifikx + k'x', y) - kfix, y) - k'fix', y))iM = 0, *, s', y £ g, k; k £ K.

if ix, ky + k'y') - kfix, y) - k'fix, y'))iM =0, x, y, y' £ g, ¿; k £ K.

fix, x)iM = 0, x E g.

(/(*, b, A) +f(y, [z, *]) +/(z, [*, y]))ÍM = o, x,y,zE g.
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The first two equations follow from the 7f-linearity of <p and the K-

bilinearity of the bracket operation in g. The third follows by putting y = x in

(1.2) and noting that [x, x] =0. We now prove the last assertion. (1.2) gives

[[*(*), P(b, 2])]] = <Kh [y, »]]) +/(*, b, *])**.

Applying (1.2) to the left hand side once again we see that it is equal to

[[*(*), [foOO, *(*)]]]]• We thus have

[[*(*), [[«(y), *(*)]])] = *([*, b, *]]) +/(*. b, A)Ím.

We can write two more such equations permuting x, y, z cyclically. Adding

these equations, using the additivity of d> and the Jacobi identity, we get

the required assertion.

Remark 1.3. The above proposition shows that in some cases (for exam-

ple if K is a field) one need not explicitly assume in Definition 1.1 that

/GZ2(g, K), since it is actually implied by the definition.

Let g be a Lie algebra and let /GZ2(g, K). Consider the if-module

a' = g©if.z (K.z being the free if-module generated by z) with the Lie

algebra structure given by

[(*, kz), (y, k'z)] = ([x, y], f(x, y)z), x, y E g, k;       k'E K.

g' is in fact the extension of g by if corresponding to the cocycle/. It is clear

that any /-representation of g is an ordinary representation of g' on which z

operates as the identity.

2. The algebra g/. Let g denote an arbitrary Lie algebra over the com-

mutative ring if and /GZ2(g, if). Let (M, cp) be an /-representation. Let

P(g) be the tensor algebra of the if-module g. The if-linear map cp can be

uniquely extended to a if-algebra-homomorphism $: 7(g)—>HomK(M, M).

The condition (1.2) implies that $ vanishes on the two sided ideal C//(g)

generated by the elements

(2.1) x ® y - y ® x - [x, y] - f(x, y) ; x, y E g.

Conversely, if d>: g—>Homx(M, 717) is any if-linear map such that <j5 vanishes

on C//(g), it is evident that (M, <b) is an/-representation.

Definition 2.1. The quotient of P(g) by the two sided ideal C//(g) is

called the "enveloping algebra of type /" and denoted by g/.

It is clear that there is a 1-1 correspondence between/-representations and

left g/-modules. This shows in particular that for a given /GZ2(g, if) there

always exists an /-representation—for instance g/ itself.

Remark 2.2. As with ordinary representations, we must distinguish be-

tween left and right/-representations. In particular, it should be noted that

Definition 1.1 is more properly that of a left/-representation. We can give a

similar definition of a right /-representation. g_/ is a universal model for right

representations.
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Let r\¡: P(g)—»8/ denote the factorization map. The restriction of r\¡ to g

yields a A-linear map i¡: g—»8/ which satisfies for every x, y £ g

(2.2) [[ví», v(y)]] - v([*. y]) +/(*. y)-i-

Let PP(g/)=»7/(X)jSP 7y(g)). Then (PP(g/)), p^O, defines an increasing

filtration of g/ by A-submodules. Since PP(g/)-Pa(g/)ÇPP+4(g/), we see g/ is

actually a filtered A-algebra. Let E°(8/) denote as usual the graded algebra

associated with g/. Evidently r\¡ induces a graded algebra homomorphism

(2.3) E«(n}): 7(g) -»£%).

Proposition 2.3. 7£°(g/) ¿5 o commutative algebra.

Proof. In view of the fact that 1, //(g) are a set of generators for the alge-

bra 8/, the proposition is an immediate consequence of the

Lemma 2.4. For any sequence oi, • • • , aP£g and any permutation a of

(1, • • • , p) we have

ifiai) ■ ■ ■ i{iap) - vOmd) " ' ' v(<M?>) £ PP-i(8/)-

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to consider the case of a transposition inter-

changing two consecutive indices j, 7 + 1. In this case the relation

\[y(a¡), V(«y+i)]] = V([«3> ai+y\) +/(«;. aj+i).l

gives the required assertion.

Let 5(a) denote the symmetric algebra on the A-module 8- ln view of

Proposition 2.3, (2.3) yields a homomorphism

#,:S(fl)->£°(g,).

It is easy to see that yp¡ is an epimorphism.

Theorem 2.5. If g is K-free, p¡ is an isomorphism.

In order to prove the above theorem, we need another theorem which we

now state and prove. Let (xa)„e/ be a A-base for g. We assume that there is

an order relation in 7, which makes it a totally ordered set. Let y„ = //(xa). If

7= («i, • • • , ap) is a finite sequence of elements of 7, we write yj = yai, • ■ • ,

y a and call p the length of 7. We say that 7 is increasing if at^ • • ■ ^ap.

We set yj = 1 if 7 is empty and regard the empty set increasing. The theorem

we intend to prove is the following:

Theorem 2.6 (Poincaré-Witt). The elements yj corresponding to finite

increasing sequences J form a K-base for g/.

Proof(2). If g' is defined as in §1, the following lemma can be easily

checked.

(2) I am grateful to the referee for pointing out this simple proof.
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Lemma 2.7. If g is K-free, the mapping g'—>P(g) given by (x, kz)-*x + k

induces an isomorphism c¡ó/(z — l)~Qf ((2—1) being the 2-sided ideal of g0'

generated by z — 1).

It is obvious that {(xa, 0)}a£i, (0, z) form a if-basis for g'. If we then

take the if-basis of g0' constructed in the usual manner from these elements

[l, p. 271 ], it is easy to see that the yj are precisely their images under the

isomorphism given in Lemma 2.7. This proves Theorem 2.6.

Corollary 2.8. If g is K-free, i/: g—*g/ is a K-monomorphism.

Proof. Theorem 2.6 implies in particular that the elements ya = if(xa) are

if-linearly independent and this proves the corollary.

If J=(cti, • • • , ctp), we set xj = xa, ■ ■ ■  xUp in 5(g).

Proof of Theorem 2.5. In view of Theorem 2.6, there exists a unique if-

linear map \¡/': g/—*5(g) which satisfies for any increasing J, the condition

d/'(yj)=xj. If we assume on 5(g) the evident filtration, it is clear that p' is

a mapping of filtered if-modules. There is thus an induced mapping

E°(p') : E°(8/)—>S(g). It is clear that E°(\p') is inverse to ypf. Hence p¡ is bijec-

tive and therefore an isomorphism.

Corollary 2.9. If K is Noetherian and g is K-free on a finite base, g/ is

(both left and right) Noetherian.

Proof. Under our assumptions it is well known that 5(g) is Noetherian.

Using Theorem 2.5 and the known theorem that a filtered algebra is Noether-

ian if its associated graded algebra is so, the corollary is clear.

3. Classification of filtered algebras. In this section, by a filtered if-

algebra, we shall always mean one with an increasing filtration F such that

Fq = 0 for q<0 and F0 = K.

Let 5= ^päo SP be a fixed graded if-algebra. Let us consider the family

of all pairs (A, ^a), A being a filtered if-algebra and i^a: S—>£°(A) a graded

if-algebra isomorphism (where £°(A) denotes as usual the graded if-algebra

associated with the filtered algebra A). A map 8: (A, i/'a)—>(T, \¡/t) is a filtered

if-algebra homomorphism 0:A-+T such that if £°(0): £°(A)-»£°(r) is the

graded algebra homomorphism induced by 9, the diagram

E«(8)
E°(A)---> E°(T)

(3.1) p\^   fpT
S

is commutative. Composition of maps is defined in the obvious way. The

resulting category is denoted by A(S).

If 0: (A, i>ti)->(T, ¿r), then £°(0): £°(A)-*£°(r) is an isomorphism, be-

cause E°(0)=\pro\p¿1. Then by Proposition 1 of the appendix, 0 is bijective,

0_1 is compatible with the nitrations and 0_1: (r, pr)—>(A, ^a) is a map in
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AiS). Thus every map in AiS) is an isomorphism; i.e. AiS) is a groupoid.

Now assume that S is commutative. Given (A, ^a) we have [[PiA, 7\A]]

£p2A. Since £°(A) must be commutative, it follows that [[PiA, PiA]]£PiA

so that PiA acquires the structure of a Lie algebra. It is clear that K = FoA

is an ideal of PiA. Thus, the isomorphism Si ~ FiA/FoA (given by ^a) induces

a Lie algebra structure on Si which we shall denote by 8- The same isomor-

phism yields an exact sequence

(E) 0 -» K -» PiA -4 g -» 0

which is an extension of Lie algebras. Since K is in the centre of PiA, this is

an abelian extension; i.e. an extension corresponding to the trivial representa-

tion of g in K.

Now assume that Si is A-projective. There exists then a A-homomorphism

t: g—»TVA. such that Pa o t = identity. We then have the well-known relation

(3-2) [[/(*), tiy)]] = ti[x, y]) +fix, y);x, y, £ g.

It is known that/ is a 2-cocycle on the standard complex of g and that the

cohomology class / of / is independent of the choice of /.

Thus, we see that every object (A, ^a) in AiS), for S commutative and

Si A-projective, determines a pair (g, /) where g is a Lie algebra structure

on Si and /£772(s, K). Isomorphic objects in AiS) determine the same pair.

Theorem 3.1. Let L be a free K-module and 5(7) the symmetric K-algebra

on L. The isomorphism classes of objects in ^4(5(7)) are then in a 1-1 cor-

respondence with pairs (g, /) where a. is a Lie algebra structure on L and f is an

element in 772(g, K). If f is a cocycle in the class i, then (g/, p¡) is an object in

the isomorphism class determined by (a, /).

Proof. Let 8 be a Lie algebra structure on L and let / be a cocycle in a

cohomology class /£772(b, K). Then, by Theorem 2.5, (g/, p¡) is an object in

AiSLL)). Consider the exact sequence

Q-»£->Ft(8,)^8-»0

where p¡ is induced by p¡. The map if-, 8—>Pi(8/) is a A-linear section and the

relation (2.2) shows that (e/, Pi) yields (g, /).

Let (A, ̂ a) be another object in AiSLL)) yielding (g, /). Choose t: g—>PiA

so that (3.2) is valid for the cocycle/. Let t: 7(g)—*A be the natural extension

of t. If x, y£g, then,

/"(* ® y - y 8 x - [x, y] - fix, y)) = [[tix), tiy)]] - ti[x, y]) - fix, y) = 0.

Thus <(i7/(g)) = (0), so that t induces a homomorphism

¿#:g/-+A
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of filtered algebras. Further, we have the diagram

£"(/*)
£°(9/) —-^ E\K)

S(L)

For xEL, we know that t(x) is in the coset Pa(x) of FiA mod FoA. Thus,

E0(t*)p¡(x) = E>(t)i,(x) = Pk(x).

Hence the diagram above is commutative. Thus, tf: (g/, 1/7)—>(A, i^a) is a map

and therefore an isomorphism.

It follows in particular from Theorem 3.1 that (g/, pf) and (g/<, \pf.) are

isomorphic, if and only if,/and/' are cohomologous. The following proposi-

tion is a more explicit formulation of this result.

Proposition 3.2. Let g be a K-free Lie algebra and let f, /'GZ2(g, 7f) be

cohomologous cocycles. The maps 8: (g/, </v)—>(g/', ̂ /O are then in 1-1 corre-

spondence with the 1-cochains hECl(q, K) such thatf'—f=8h. The correspond-

ence is defined implicitly by the relation

(3.3) 9h(ij(x)) = h(x) + if>(x), x E g.

Moreover, if f, f, f"EZ2(Q, if) are such that f'-f=8h and f"-f' = 8h';
h, h'EC(% if), then 8h+w = 8w o 8h.

Proof. The relation/'— f=8h signifies that

(3.4) Kx,y) -f'(x,y) = h([x,y])

lor all x, yGg. It is then easily seen that the if-algebra automorphism of

7(g) which maps x into x+h(x) takes the ideal C//(g) on C//'(g). There is thus

an induced if-algebra isomorphism g/—>g/- and it is clear that (3.3) is satisfied

and that it is a map in A (S(L)). Conversely suppose that 0: (g/, p/)—Kö/-, 'Pf)

is any map. For any xGg, we have

8(if(x)) = h(x) + ir(x)

where h(x)EK. It is clear that h: g-^if is well defined. Using the above and

the relation (2.2) for both/ and/', it is evident that (3.4) holds. The other

assertion of the proposition is clear.

Corollary 3.3. Let Qbea K-free Lie algebra and letfEZ^d, if). There is an

isomorphism between the group of maps (a;, ip/)—>(g/? \pf) and the group Hl(q, if).

The correspondence is defined by the relation

e(i{(x)) = h(x) + if(x)

for 8: (g,, iM-Hfl,, */) and ÄG77'(g, if) =Z'(g, if).
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Remark 3.4. It should be noted that 8/ and g/< may be isomorphic as

filtered algebras without (g/, pf) and (g/-, pf>) being isomorphic, i.e. without

/ and /' being cohomologous. This is the case for instance in the following

example. Let g be the abelian Lie algebra over a field K with a A-base con-

sisting of two elements y, z. In this case, it is clear that 7í2(g, K) = (0) and the

mapping Z2(g, A)—>A given by /—>/(y, z) = kEK is an isomorphism of K-

modules. Thus 8* = 8/ m this case is the algebra on two generators with the

relation [[y, z]]=kEK. The case k = 0 leads to the polynomial algebra in

y, z. If k^O, then algebras g4 and gi are isomorphic as filtered algebras. Denot-

ing for the moment the generators of the first algebra by y', z' and the second

by y, z, the required isomorphism g*—»gi is given by y'^>y, zi—*kz. This map

clearly preserves filtration, but is not a map in the category .<4(A[y, z])

unless k=l.

Remark 3.5. If g is a semi-simple Lie algebra over a field K of character-

istic zero, it is known [2, p. 113, Th. 21.l] that 77>(g, A)=772(g, A) = (0).

An application of Theorem 3.1 shows that for any /£Z2(g, K), we have

(8/i iM ~(8o. '/'o). (go is the usual enveloping algebra of g.) Moreover, Corol-

lary 3.3 shows that the only map of (g/, p¡) into itself is the identity.

4. Some homological properties of a Lie algebra. In this section we shall

compute certain of the usual homology and cohomology (A-) modules of a

Lie algebra g with a finite A-base. This amounts to a study of g/ for/=0.

These computations will be used in the next section to obtain information

about the homological structure of g/ for any/£Z2(8, K).

We begin by recalling the definition of the homology and cohomology of

any Lie algebra g. We know that there is a A-algebra epimorphism,

(4.1) 6:g0-^A

defined by setting e(x) = (0) for all x£g. Let 7 = kernel of e. We regard K as

a left go-module through e. For any right representation A of g and a left

representation Cof g, the homology and cohomology modules of g with coeffi-

cients respectively in A and C are defined, for «älO, by

Hn(&,A) = Tor": iA,K),
(4.2) „ „

H (g, C) = Ext8o(A,C).

The modules on the right hand side can be computed using any left g<r

projective resolution of K. If g is assumed to be A-free, we can use in particu-

lar the "Standard complex" X= (A,-, di), i^O, for 8, where A, = 8o®x 7i¿(g),

(E.-(g) denoting the ith homogeneous component of the exterior algebra

E(g) on g) and d,-: A,—>X¿_i is the g0-homomorphism given by

¿.-(1 8 (*i • • • *<)) =   23  (-l)i+1Xj <g> (xi • • • x¡ • ■ ■ xi)

(4 3)
+    Z    (-1),+*1 ® i[xj,xk]xi ■ ■ ■ Xj ■ ■ ■ xk ■ ■ • *,).

is;'<*s>
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From now on, let g denote a Lie algebra with a free if-base Xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn

and let [x,, x¡]= 23is*sn £¡fXk, C\}EK. In this case X has length re since

-Et(s) — (0) f°r i>n. In particular, we deduce that

(4.4) 77r(g, A) = H%, C) = (0) for r > re.

We propose to compute 77„(g, A) and 77n(g, C). For this purpose, we first

simplify the formula for dn. Set w= 1 ®xi ■ ■ ■ xnandwi= 1 ®xi ■ ■ ■ x, ■ • • xn,

1 ̂ t = re. Since

1 ® ([Xi, Xj]xi  ■   ■   • Xi •   •   • Xj- •   •   ■ Xn)   =  ^1  ® Cij(xkXi  ■   •   ■ Xi ■   ■   ■ Xj ■   ■   ■ Xn)
k

= (-1)    djUj — ( — 1)    CijUi,

it follows that

23      (—1)       1  ®  ([*<) %j]xi  •   ■   ■ Xi  ■   ■   ■ Xj ■   •   ■ Xn)
lS»</£»

=    22    ( — 1)    Cijüij —    22    ( — 1)    GijWi = 22 ( —1) CijUi.
l$i<j&n lSi<JSn i,S

(4.3) now gives

(4.5) dn(u) =   Z   (~l)i+1(Xi- Edy)«f.

The if-linear mapping Ad: g-^Homx(g, g), defined as usual by (Ad x)(y)

— [x, y], evidently satisfies

(4.6) Ad( [*, y]) = [[Ad x, Ad y]].

If we define

h: q^K

by h(x) = Trace (Ad a;), A is a if-linear map which satisfies h(x,) = 23/ £?/>

1 ̂ t^re. In view of (4.6), it is also clear that for all x, yGg, h([x, y]) =0 and

hence that A is a 1-cocycle on X. Corollary 3.3 now shows that there exist

if-algebra automorphisms a and ß of g0 such that for all xE<&,

a(x) = x + h(x),
(4.7)

ß(x) = x — h(x).

Clearly, a~1=ß.

(4.5) now takes the form

(4.8) dn(oi) =   22  (-iy+'ß(x,W
lsi'sn
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Now, 77„(g, A)=H„iA(8a.oX)=keriiA®todn), where Ía denotes the

identity map of A. Using this and the formula (4.8) for dn, it follows that

77»(g, A) = [a ® u E A ® Xn\ aßixi) = 0, 1 g j g »}

= [a ® co | aßil) = 0}.

Thus the A-isomorphism A ®Xn^A given by a®co—>a induces an isomor-

phism

(4.9) 77„(g, A) ~ annihilator of 0(7) in A.

On the other hand, 77»(g, C) =77n(Homflo(An, Q) = HomBo(A„, C)/£"(g, C),

where 5n(g, C) =im HomBo(áre, ic)iic denoting the identity map of C). Using

(4.8) we get

B"(B, O = |g£Hom8o(A,„C)|g(co)= £_(-l)*H0(**)X(i.A

for some X£HomBo (An_!, C) > .

It is then clear that the A-isomorphism Homio(A„, C) ~C given by g—>g(w)

induces an isomorphism

(4.10) 77«(g, C) « C/j8(/)C.

Combining (4.4), (4.9) and (4.10), we obtain the following

Theorem 4.1. Let g be a Lie algebra with a free K-base of n-elements. If A

is any right representation of g and C any left representation of g, we have

77„(g, A) ~ annihilator ofßil) in A, 77r(8, A) = (0)        for r > n.

77«(g, C) « C/ßH)C, 77'(g, C) = (0)        for r > n.

We denote by ^4«(resp. aC), yl(resp. C) considered as a 8o-module through

a. With this notation, the above theorem has the following immediate

Corollary 4.2. If e has a free K-base of n-elements, we have

77„(g, Ad) « annihilator of I in A.

F«(g, „O « C/7C.

5. Homology and cohomology of %/. We begin this section by recalling

briefly the definition of homology and cohomology of associative algebras.

Let A be a A-algebra and A any two sided A-module. A can then be con-

sidered as a left (or right) A®KA*=Ae-module, by setting ip®p*)a = pav

(or aip®v*) = vau); u, vEA, aEA. A itself being a two sided A-module, it is

thus a left Ae-module with operators Íh®v*)\ = lCKv. In particular, taking

X= 1, we obtain a mapping

(5.1) p:A«->A
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given by p(p,®v*) =uv. Clearly p is an epimorphism of left Ae-modules. The

reth homology and cohomology groups of A with coefficients in A are defined by

77n(A, A) = Torf (A, A)(A¿; A-A).

H"(A, A) = ExtA- (A, A)U'A, n'A).

We define as usual the "weak" and the cohomological dimensions of A

denoted respectively by w-dimn. A and dim^-A, as follows:

w-dim^-A = largest integer re, if it exists, for which there exists a two sided

A-module A with 77„(A, A) ^(0),   -

= =0, if no such integer exists.

dimjt-A = largest integer re, if it exists, for which there exists a two sided

A-module A with 77"(A, A),¿(0),

= oo, if no such integer exists.

Let now g be a Lie algebra over if. We set A/ = g* = g/ ®K g* and let /

denote the kernel of the map p: A/—>g/ of (5.1).

The map D: g—>A/> defined for xGß by

(5.3) D(x) = if(x) ® 1 - 1 ® (if(x))*,

is evidently if-linear and hence can be extended to a if-algebra-homomor-

phism D: 7(g)—>A/. If x, yGg we have

D(x ® y - y ® x - [x,y]) = (if(x) ® 1 - 1 ® i/(x)*)(if(y) ® 1 - 1 ® i/(y)*)

- (if(y) 0 1-1® v(y)*)(v(x) ® 1 - 1 ® i,(x)*)

-(if([x,y])®l-l®if([x,y])*)

= ([[if(x),if(y)]} - if(foy])) ® 1

-l®([[if(x),if(y)]]-if([x,y]))*

= f(x,y)®l-l®f(x,y).

= 0.

Hence D induces a if-algebra homomorphism

Z7:g0-> A/.

If A is any two sided g/-module, we denote by dA (or AD), A considered as a

left (or right) go-module.

Lemma 5.1. AfD(I) = J.

Proof. By [l, p. 168, Proposition 3.1 ], 7 is the left ideal generated by the

elements u® 1 — 1 ®u* for uE%¡- In view of the relation

UV ®  1  -   1   ®  (UV)*  =   (u®  l)(v ®   1  —   1  ® D*)  + (1  ® V*)(U ® 1 - 1 ® U*),
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valid for u, vE%/, we find that J is the left ideal of A/ generated by the ele-

ments i/ix) ®l — 1 ®ifix)* = Dix). Since the elements x£g generate 7 in g0,

the required assertion is clear.

Proposition 5.2. If g m K-free, (A/)d is a free %o-module.

Proof. Since g/ and g* are filtered algebras, there is a natural filtration on

A/ = g/ ®k fl/*. Proposition 7 of the appendix gives an isomorphism

-E°(fl/) ®k 7£°(g*) «£°(A/). Combining this with the evident identification

-E0(s/) =7i0(8/). we get an isomorphism

£°(8/) 8 £°(g/) « £°(A,).

In what follows, we regard the above isomorphism as an identification. It is

clear that D: go—»A/ preserves filtration. Thus, there is an induced graded

algebra homomorphism

£«(0):£»(gs)-*E»(fl,) 8 £»(<!,).

By Proposition 2 of the appendix, it suffices to show that (7i°(g/) ®£0(g/)).E0,z»

is £°(go)-free in the graded sense. Now Theorem 2.5 shows that the maps

po'. 5(g)—>E°(go) and ps: 5(g)—>E°(g/) are isomorphisms. Since the diagram

S(8) -»5(g) 8 5(g)

l*°   EHD) l*'®*'

£*(%,)-±-i &(&) ® &(&),

where Fix) =x®l — 1 ®x, is clearly commutative, it suffices to show that

(5(g) 85(g))r is 5(g)-free. Consider now the automorphism y of 5(g) 85(g)

given by y(x®1) =x®1, yil®x)=x®l — l®x. Then, yFix) = l®x. It is

enough to show that (5(g) 85(g))Yp is 5(g)-free. This is however clear, since,

if {tß} is a A-base for 5(g), then {^®l} is an 5(g)-base for (5(g) ®5(g))YF.

Proposition 5.3. Let g be K-free. Then, if X is a left Qo-projective resolution

of K, (A/)ß(8>goA is a left Af-projective resolution of g/. Moreover, for any two

sided ^/-module A and any n^O, we have the isomorphisms,

Hnitf, A) « 77n(g, AD),

H»(t,, A) « 77»(g, DA).

Proof. Since X is go-projective and A/ is A/-projective, it follows that

(A,)b®,, X is Arpro]ective. Also, for i>0, Hi(iAf)D®to X) =Tor?»((A/)D, K)

= (0), since, by Proposition 5.2, (A/)o is go-free. Thus (A/)z>®io X is a A/-

projective resolution of (A/)b®îo K. To finish the first part of the proposi-

tion we need only show that there is a left A/-isomorphism (A/js®,, A«g/.

To do this, consider the exact sequence of 8o-modules given by

0-^7-^go-^A-^O.
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Tensoring both (A/)d we get the exact sequence

(A/)z> 8,,/-^* A/-*(A/)d 86oA^O.

The image of rj is A/7>(7) which by Lemma 5.1 is the same as 7. Thus

(A/)fl®fl0A«A//7«g/.

Consider now the natural isomorphisms

A ® A/ (A,)j) ®9o A « AD ®fl0 X,

RomAfiiAf)D ®i0X, A) ~ Hom8o (A, DA).

Passing to homology we get the rest of the assertions of the proposition.

From now on, we assume that g has a finite A-base. Let A: g—»A be de-

fined as in the previous section by A(x) =Tr(Ad x). It is clear, using Corol-

lary 3.3, that there exists a A-algebra automorphism a¡ of 8/ which satisfies

for every x£a

<xf(if(x)) = if(x) + A(x).

Let ñf = otf®i: A/—»A/, i denoting the identity map of g*. It is clear that the

following diagram is commutative.

D
g0 —* A/

5/

D
go—* A/

Theorem 5.4. If g is K-free with a base consisting of n-elements, then

w dimjr. 8/ = dimK 8/ = n.

Proof. Combining Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 4.1, we see that for any

two sided 8r mod ule A, we have

Hriit, A) = H^f, A) = (0) for r > n.

On the other hand, by Proposition 5.3,

Hn($f, Aâf) « 77„(g, A;,oD)

= 77n(g, ADoa).

Since Ad o a= iAD)a, it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 77n(g, AD o «) is the

annihilator of 7 in Ad. This is the set of all elements of A annihilated by

7>(x) =v(x) ®1 — 1 ®if(x)*; i.e. the set of all a£^4 with \a = a\ for X£g/.

Taking A =8/, we find 77„(8/, (g/)a/) = centre of 8/^(0).
6. The abelian case. The main objective of this section is to prove the

following
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Theorem 6.1. Let g be a nonzero abelian Lie algebra over a field K and let

/GZ2(g, if). Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) H'iif, 8/) = (0) for all t>0.

(ii) Hiaf,af) = (0).

(iii) For each XGHom/c(g, g/) such that

(6.1) [[*, X(y)]] = [[y, X(x)]] for all x, y E g,

¿Aere extsís an element XoGg/ swcA ¿Aa/

(6.2) [[x, Xo]] = X(x) for all ï£j.

(iv) A' is of characteristic zero, g is of finite even dimension over K and there

exists a K-base of g denoted by yu Zi, ■ • ■ , y„, zn such that

(6.3) f(yi, yj) = /(zt-, 8/) = 0;       /(y,-, zy) = I«, t,;' = 1, • • • , re.

Proof. In stating condition (iii) we identified each element xGg with the

element j/xGfl/ and thus regarded g as a subspace of g/. The notation [[a, ß]]

is used as usual for the commutator aß—ßa. From the general rule

[[a,ßi- ■ -ßn]] =   E /Si" • [kftU "'A..
lStS»

we deduce for x, yi • • ■ ynGß

(6.4) [[x, y! • • • y»]] =   22 /(*> yOyi " • $t " ' y»,

where y\ indicates that y¿ is omitted. In particular, for x, yGg, re^O,

(6.5) [[*, y"]] = nf(x,y)y"-\

Clearly, (i)=>(ii).
(ii)-*=>(iii). By Proposition 5.3,

BKif, if) « ^(9, D(flr))-

Since for xGß, ¿Gß/ we have 77(x)i=[[x, /]], condition (6.1) states that

X: g—>g/ is a derivation of g in i>(ß/), while (6.2) expresses that X is an inner

derivation. Thus (iii) is equivalent to Hl($f, <xj) = (0).

(iii)=Kiv). Let #GHomx(g, 7f). With the natural imbedding of if in g/,

we regard <p as a X-homomorphism ß—>ß/. Moreover, condition (6.1) is

trivially satisfied. Thus, there exists XoGß/ with [[x, Xo]]=0(x) for all xGß.

We shall show that X0 may be chosen in g. To this end, choose a if-base

{xa) of g indexed by a totally ordered set 7. Then, by Theorem 2.6, X0 can

be written uniquely as

Xo = k + 22 kaxa + 22 h*'*
« J
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where 7 are increasing and of length at least two. Let y = ^kaxa and

7 = ^kjxj. Then

*(*) = [[x,X„]] = [[x,y]]+ [[x,y]].

Since p(x)EK and [[x, y]]=/(x, y)£A it follows that [[x, y]]EK. How-

ever, by (6.4) [ [x, 7] ] is a A-linear combination of xj>, where 7' are increasing

of length at least one. Thus [[x, 7]] =0. Consequently,

p(x) = [[x,y]] = fix, y) for all x £ g.

This implies that the A-linear map

p{: g -> Homff (g, K)

given by </>/(x)(y) =/(y, x) is an epimorphism. This rules out the possibility

of g having an infinite base. Since 8 and Hornig, K) have equal dimension,

it is clear then that <}>/ is an isomorphism and that/ is nondegenerate. It then

follows from a well-known result on nondegenerate skew-symmetric forms

[4, p. 395 ] that g has even dimension over K and that it has a base yi, zi, • • • ,

y„, z„, such that (6.3) is valid.

Suppose now that K is of characteristic p?¿0. Define X£Homx(g, 8/)

setting X(yi)=zJ_1 and setting X as zero on the remaining basis elements

Zi. Vi, • • • » y», zn. Then [[x, X(y)]] = 0 for all x, y£g, so that (6.1) holds.

There exists then Xo£g/ with [[x, X0]]=X(x) for all x£g. In particular,

[[yi, Xo]]=zî_1. By Theorem 2.6, we may write Xo uniquely as

Xo =   2-i yi*i*«i
i.iiO

where each ta is a linear combination of increasing monomials in y2, z2, • • • ,

y„, z„. Then, by (6.4) and (6.5),

z¡    = [[yi, Xo]] = 2/ylzi  Ui,

because [[y, /„•] ] = 0. Since z?-1 occurs on the right-hand side with coefficient

zero, we obtain a contradiction.

(iv)=>(i). We first consider the case n = 1. Then g is an abelian Lie algebra

with a base y, z such that f(y, z) = l and g/ is the algebra with two generators

y, z with the relation [[y, z]] = 1.

To prove that TT1^/, $/) = (0), it suffices to show that (iii) holds. Let then

X£Hom/t(g, g/) with

X(y) =   E "ay'*,       X(«) =  Z oayh'; aih hi £ K.
iJiO i.iiO

By (6.5),

[[y, *(«)]] = ¿Zjbijy'z'-1,       [[*, X(y)]] - - T ta,7y'-lz'.
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Thus, condition (6.1) becomes

-(t + l)a,+i,y = (j + 1)0,7+1, i,j =" 0.

Define

Xo = 22 K/0" + i))**1 - E (bij/d + i))yi+v.

Then, direct computation yields [[y, Xo]]=X(y) and [[z, X0]]=X(z). Thus,

(iii) holds and TC^ß/, ß/) = (0).
By Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 4.1, we have 772(ß/, af) ~Q//C where Cis

the if-submodule of g/ generated by [[x, /]], xGg, ¿Gg/. Since y%

= [b, yizi+1/(j+l)]], it follows that C=gy and thus 772(g/, g,) = (0). Since

H (<Af, ß/) = (0) for t > 2 by Theorem 5.4, it follows that TZ^g,, g,) = (0) for t > 0.
Having disposed of the case re = 1, let re > 1. Let A be the subalgebra of g/

generated by yi, zi and T the subalgebra generated by y2, z2, • ■ • , yn, z„.

Then g/ may be identified with the tensor product A ®k T. Since A and T are

if-projective, the V-product of [l, p. 216] applies here to yield a homomor-

phism

V:    22  B"(A, A) ® H"(T, T) -> 77^, of).
p+q=m

Since A and T are both Noetherian (Corollary 2.9), V is an isomorphism by

[l, p. 209, Theorem 3.1 ]. Since we have already shown that HP(A, A) = (0)

for p>0, we obtain

77"'(g/, g/) « 77»(A, A) ® 77-(r, r).

The desired conclusion now follows by induction on re.

Remark 6.2. The above theorem implies in particular that for an abelian

Lie algebra ß over a field if and/GZ2(ß, K), Hl($}, g/) = (0) if and only if K

is of characteristic zero and ß/ « ®„ A, where A is the if-algebra on two gen-

erators y, z with the relation [[y, z]] = 1. If Tf is the field of complex numbers,

A plays a fundamental role in quantum mechanics [3].

Appendix: Filtered algebras and modules

We include here the proofs of some results on filtered modules and alge-

bras, which have been utilized in the preceding sections.

Let K he a commutative ring with unit element. An increasingly filtered

K-module A is a if-module A and a sequence {£n^4}n€Z of X-submodules

FnA oí A such that for all re, FnA QFn+iA and U„6z FnA=A. For the purpose

of this appendix we shall also assume that FnA = (0) for re<0 and we shall

refer to A briefly as a filtered if-module. We set for convenience FXA =A. Let

E°(A) be the graded if-module whose reth component E%(A) is F„A/Fn-iA.

We call E"(A) the gradedK-module associated with the filtered K-module A.

Let A and 73 be two filtered if-modules. A map/: A—>B is called a homo-

morphism of filtered modules if it is a if-linear map such that f(FpA)QFpB
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for all pEZ. It is clear that such a map induces a mapping Ea(j): E°iA)

-J>E°iB) of graded modules.

A filtered A-algebra A is a A-algebra in the usual sense which is also a

filtered A-module such that for all p, q we have FPA- FqAQFp+qA. It is clear

that if A is a filtered A-algebra, E°(A) acquires the structure of a graded K-

algebra.

Let A be a filtered A-algebra. A filtered right (or left) A-module is a right

(or left) A-module in the usual sense which is also a filtered A-module such

that for all p, q we have FPA-FqAQFp+qA (or FqA-FpAÇ1Fp+qA). If A is a
filtered A-module, it is clear that E°iA) is a graded E°(A)-module.

Proposition 1. Let A and B be filtered K-modules and 6: A—>B a homo-

morphism of filtered modules. 7/E°(0): E°(;4)—>E°(5) is an isomorphism, then

6 is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let 0P: FPA-*FPB denote the A-linear map induced by 6. Clearly

0o is an isomorphism. We assume therefore by induction that 0p_i is an iso-

morphism. From the commutativity of the diagram

0-» Pp_i^l-> FPA-» E°PiA)-> 0

1»h      I op  K(°)i
0-» Fp-iB-» FPB -» E%(B)-»0

and the fact that 0p_i and £p(0) are isomorphisms, it is easily seen that 6P

is also an isomorphism. Since p is arbitrary, the assertion of the proposition

is clear.

Proposition 2. Let A be a filtered right module over a filtered K-algebra A.

If E°iA) is E"iA)-free in the graded sense, then A is A-free. In fact, if ibp,a),

bp,aEEPiA), p¡í0 denotes a homogeneous base of E°iA) and if ap,a are arbitrary

liftings of bp,a to FPA, then (ap,a) form a A-base for A.

Proof. For any filtered A-module B and any nonzero bEB, we set v(b)

= the least integer such that bEF„(b)B. We denote by 5 the element repre-

sented by b in Fy^B/Fy^-iB. Clearly b¿¿0 implies Sj^O.

We first prove that the (ap,a) generate A as a right A-module. Let aEA.

If a = 0, it is trivially a linear combination of the a„,0. Let then a^O and set

via) =p. Clearly we have,

ä - Z Oj,Ji,a, t},a E E°(A).
3."

Let Xj,«£A be such that ¿J-,a = A,-,„. We then have

a = 2 ai.a^i.a n\odFp-iA.

It is now evident, using induction on p, that the (ap,a) generate A. We prove

now that they are A-linearly independent. Suppose in fact
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2—1 a/.aXy,a   =   0,

such that all the \j,a occurring in the sum on the left-hand side are nonzero.

We then get

2—1 bj.a^j.a   —   0.

Since the (bp,a) are £°(A)-linearly independent, we get X,-,a = 0, a contradic-

tion.

In what follows, for any filtered module A, we set AP=FPA for con-

venience.

Lemma 3. If a filtered K-module A is such that E°(A) is K-flat, then for any

p, q (including p= oo) Ap/Aq is K-flat.

Proof. Let us assume by induction that Ar/Aq is if-flat for r<p. Consider

the exact sequence

0 -> Ap-i/Aq -+ Ap/Aq -+ E°P(A) -» 0.

By assumption EV(A) is if-flat and by induction Ap-i/Aq is if-flat. It is now

clear that Ap/Aq is if-flat. Since A/Aq is the direct-limit of Ap/Aq, the case

p= oo follows.

From now on, A will always denote a filtered iX-module such that E°(A)

is X-flat. Let B be an arbitrary filtered if-module. We set Cp.q = Ap ®K Bq.

Since, by Lemma 3, A/Apis if-flat, the map Cp,5—>CMl9 defined in the obvious

way is a monomorphism. Since A is 7f-flat, the map Cx,q—*Cœ,m is also a

monomorphism. We thus have a if-monomorphism Cp,q-^CX,,X = A ®k B and

in what follows we shall regard this as an identification of Cp,q with a if-sub-

mod ule of Cx,x.

Lemma 4. C¡,<,q'(~\CP",q" = Cmin(p',p").m¡n(«',8")-

Proof. We may assume p' <p" and q' >q" for this is the only nontrivial

case to be considered. Consider the following commutative diagram of exact

sequences.

0 0 0

1 I i
0->     Ap> ®KBq,,     -+      A„'®KBg.      ->      AP- ®KBq'/Bq»     -* 0

I 1 I
0->     Ap.>®KBq:    -»     Ap->®KBq>     -»     Ap: ®k Bq./Bq-     -*0

•L ~L -L

0 -> Av../Ap. ®K TV -> Af./Ap- ®k Bq. -* Ap>,/Ap. ®K Bq./Bq.> -» 0

I I i
0 0 0
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Chasing the above diagram in the obvious way we get

(Ap- ®k Bq.) r\ iAp.. ®k TV) = Av. ®K Bq„,

which is the required assertion.

LEMMA 5.   Co,5fi(¿_,¡ Cmj,n¿) = Co,min(9,max n¡).

Proof. Let max w¡ = w. It is clear that the right-hand side is contained in

the left-hand side. On the other hand, the left-hand side is clearly contained

in Co,4nC00,„ = Co,min(S,n) by Lemma 4.

Lemma 6.

\   ) I    2—1 ̂ Pi .9» ) '    ' I    2-1   ̂ i-j.»,- I   =   2—1  C-rain(p,-,r;),min(i,-,»,).

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that

0 g pi < ■ ■ ■ < pn;       qi> • • • > q„ £ 0.

0 g ri < • • • < rm;        * >•••>«. 2 0.

?i à íi.

Since all the modules in question are submodules of A ®k BQl, we may assume

B = Btl. Let/: A—>A/A0 be the factorization map and let f=f®i: A ®k Bqi

—*A/Ao®k Bqv where i: Bqi—>Bqi is the identity map. Let C = the left-hand

side of (*) and D = right-hand side. Obviously DÇ7.C. Clearly it is enough to

prove

(1) (Ker/) C\C = (Ker/) C\ D.

(2) 7(C)=/(Z>).

Ker/=^40®K Bqx=Ca,qv Using Lemma 5, we see that

Co, g, (y C  =   Co,»!   =   Co,9! II  D.

Hence (1) is proved. We now prove (2). Since Ker f=Co,q,E 2~l^Pi,qi, it is

clear that

fic)=fŒcPi,qi)r\fiZCri,i)

-ŒKCpi,ti))r\(ZJ(Cri,.ù).
Also,

J\D)   =   2-iJ^Lmin(pi.rj).min(qi,tj)).

By Lemma 3, A =A/A0 is A-flat. We make A into a filtered A-module by

setting Ap = Ap+i/Ao. Let Cp,q = Ap®K B„. Thus 7(CP,5) = Cp_i,„. Using the
above, the condition (2) reads.

(2—1 ̂ Pi-y.Qi) '   ' \2—i Lr¡—1,«,J   =   ¿_i C-m¡n(P¿—l,r;—l),min(í,-,íj).
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But this is precisely the assertion of the lemma for A with all the pi and r,

decreased by 1. An obvious induction now finishes the proof.

Let A be a filtered ^-module such that E°(A) is K-ñat. Let B he an

arbitrary filtered if-module. If we set (A ®kB)t= Ep+<i->- Gp.q, it is clear

that (A®kB)t defines a if-filtration of A ®K B.

We make the bigraded if-module E°(A) ®k E°(B) into a singly graded

module by setting as usual

(E°(A) ®kE°(B))t =   22 E°P(A) ®keI(B).
p+S-r

We have for each p, q the exact sequences

0

0 —» 4p_i —* AP —» EP(A) —► 0,

0 -* Bq-i -» Bq -» £°(ß) -> 0,

and hence an exact sequence

C„,q-i + Cp-i.q -* Cp.q -^4 £°U) ®k E°q(B) -♦ 0.

Let

W £°U) ®* £°(£) -> eI+^A ®k B)

be the unique map which makes the diagram

Cp.,_, + CVi,,-»      CM       -^ £°(¿) ®K E\(B) -* 0

i ■!• 1 Jp.«

E       C,-,y->      E      C-.y-^i^.U  ®jc5)->0
■+/=p+«—l »+/—P+Ï

(where j3p+a is the factorization map and the unnamed maps are the various

inclusions), commutative. We thus have for each integer r, the map

ir: (E°(A) ®k E°(B))r -» E°r(A ®K B).

Proposition 7. Let A be a filtered K-module such that E°(A) is K-flat. If
we make A ®K B into a filtered K-module by setting

(A ®KB)r=   E Ap®KBq,
P+Q-r

then the mapping

i: E°(A) ®k E°(B) -* E°(A ®K B)
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is an isomorphism of graded K-modules. If A and B are filtered K-algebras,

the above map is an isomorphism of graded K-algebras.

Proof. To prove the first assertion of the proposition, we need only show

that the map tr is an isomorphism for each r. Il y = 2~lp+q=rßp+q(tP,q),t p,qECp,q

denotes an arbitrary element of E°T(A ®K B), then the element x= EaP.«('j>.«)

G(£°C<4) ®k E°(B))r is such that tr(x) =y. Hence iT is an epimorphism. On

the other hand, suppose that x= Ep+s=r ctp¡q(tp,q), tp,qECP,q is such that

ir(x)   =      E    ßp+qOp.q)   =  ßr(Y^lP,q)   =   0-
p+q=r

Then

E¿p,3GKer/3r=     E    C/-
i'+/-r-l

Thus, for any p, q with p+q = r, we have

tp.q  t / .        ^i.i   I '  .     Lt-,y.

i*P. i+i=r i+j=r— 1

Thus, we have

tp,q tz Lp,ç í   i I / .       Lí.y -p       / .     Lt.y I        tp,g_i -f~ lsP—i,q,
\if£p,,+i=r i+j=r— 1 /

the equality being a consequence of Lemma 6. Thus, ap,q(tP¡q) =0 and hence

x = 0. ir is therefore a monomorphism. Hence ir is an isomorphism.

The second assertion of the proposition is clear.
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